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by Warren Bevan

Mixed Action With Silver Looking
To Take The Leading Role

We saw more consolidation and chop for markets and stocks this past
week while even good earnings numbers aren’t helping stocks move higher.
We started to see some weakness come into the market Thursday which
has begun to rock the bulls.
I don’t think we will see too much of a correction, rather, just more chop
as we build a base leading us into the fall, which is a seasonally strong time of
the year.
I’m looking for some dip buys now but they may only be short-term
trades of a few days.
More chop should dominate August so being very selective in trades and
taking small positions will likely remain my strategy.
Gold tried to breakdown Thursday but saw some strength Friday which
saved the day.
So far gold is holding up, but is not looking very strong overall.
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Gold lost 1.02% this past week and is so far holding up, but barely.
This $1,290 to $1,280 area is key to hold and a move above $1,310
would signify the potential for more strength.
I’m not so sure gold can hold up here but you never know.
It’s acting very weak and choppy still and as a result is very dangerous.
For now, we remain choppy as has been the theme, but the strength we
saw Friday is positive.
I have no interest in trying to trade gold for the moment.
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Silver lost 2.21% and looks much weaker than gold.
So far silver is holding the 200 day moving average but does look ready
to roll over further now.
Support levels are below at $20, $19.75 then $19.25.
While Friday was positive for gold, it was very negative for silver and it
looks like silver could be taking the reigns now to lead gold lower.
A move and close on a daily basis under $20.25 would confirm this and
gold should then follow silver lower.
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Platinum lost 1.15% for the week and is holding on by a thread for now.
A great bounce off the 100 day moving average is positive but the chart
does suggest we have more to go on the downside.
The next support area for platinum is $1,430 and that could be hit in the
week ahead easily.
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Palladium fell 1.61% and has to hold $860 or the next stop will be $840.
As strong as palladium has been, if gold is weak, palladium will follow.
Palladium has a bit of a double top in place now and with Friday’s
weakness, the double top is almost confirmed. A break under $860 will
confirm a double top.
All in all, precious metals are looking weak.
I still have not seen that blood in the streets sentiment that so often
marks major lows for the precious metals and it could take quite some time for
that moment to come.
With stocks still very strong in the big picture, the precious metals can
remain week for another year or more.
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The longer-term monthly gold chart (not shown)does suggest to me that
the $1,000 area still needs to be tested before we can really consider gold to be
ready for a trend change.
Thank you very much for reading and you can find out more about what I
do for members as we focus on leading stocks for the most part at http://
wizzentrading.com
Enjoy this great summer weekend.
Warren
In my free, nearly weekly newsletter I include many links and charts which
cannot always be viewed through sites which publish my work. If you are
having difficulties viewing them please sign up in the right margin for free at
http://www.wizzentrading.com or send an email to warren@wizzentrading.com
with “subscribe” as the subject and receive the newsletter directly in your inbox,
links and all. If you would like to subscribe and see what my portfolio consists
of please see here.
If you found this information useful, or informative please pass it on to your
friends or family.
Free Service
The free weekly newsletter “Wizzen Trading” does not purport to be a financial
recommendation service, nor do we profess to be a professional advisement service. Any
action taken as a result of reading “Wizzen Trading” is solely the responsibility of the reader.
We recommend seeking professional financial advice and performing your own due diligence
before acting on any information received through “Wizzen Trading”.
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